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The percentage of oil and gas fields being developed 
with high curvature and horizontal wellbores continues 
to increase throughout the industry, and with this, so 

too does the need to effectively and economically produce 
these wells. Horizontal and other directional wells are 
found in various applications, including unconventional oil, 
condensate and gas wells, which are often developed using 
pad-drilled horizontal wells onshore, and platform-drilled 
directional wells offshore. These wells are increasingly being 
produced with artificial lift technologies, particularly electric 
submersible pumps (ESPs). Because of the capital, servicing 
and downtime costs associated with ESP failures, high ESP 
reliability is critical to the economics of these applications. 
Even so, much remains to be understood about the effects of 
wellbore curvature and inclination on ESP system damage 
mechanisms and reliability.

Wellbore curvature and inclination are believed to contribute 
to ESP failures through a variety of damage mechanisms. ESP 
operators have observed mechanical damage to component 
flanges, power cables and motor lead extensions during 
installation through high curvature regions. Operating an ESP 
system in a bent state has also contributed to shaft fatigue, 
bearing wear, high vibrations, and pump stage misalignment 
resulting in accelerated wear. Deflection of the ESP assembly 
can also result in misalignment of the seal faces and O-rings 
in mechanical shaft seals, which can lead to wellbore fluids 
contaminating the seal chamber and motor, and ultimately 
electrical failures.

Rules of thumb and key factors not captured
To avoid these ESP failures, vendors and end-users have 
historically relied on various ‘rules of thumb’ on the maximum 
dogleg severity (DLS) through which an ESP system should be 
installed and operated.1,2 Unfortunately, these rules of thumb 
often ignore other important factors besides DLS that contribute 
substantially to the deflections, stresses and damage experienced 
by ESP components during installation and operation.

To obtain a better estimate of the true deflections and 
stresses that an ESP assembly is likely to experience, several 
factors should be considered in addition to wellbore DLS. One 
such factor is the clearance between the casing and the ESP 
assembly, which can significantly influence the degree to which 
wellbore curvature is transmitted to the ESP system. Depending 
on the scenario, increasing the clearance between the casing and 
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the ESP system can result in wellbore curvature being transmitted to the 
ESP to a lesser degree.

Another relevant factor affecting the bending response of the 
assembly is the flexural stiffness of the ESP components that make up 
an ESP assembly, and particularly local variations in stiffness along the 
length of the assembly. As illustrated in Figure 1, certain subsections 
of an ESP assembly with reduced outer diameters, including the 
‘necked-down’ regions at flange connections, have significantly lower 
flexural stiffness than adjacent, larger diameter sections. As a result, 
these reduced diameter sections often experience relatively high local 
curvatures, magnifying the damage relating to misalignment, fatigue, 
and wear of internal subcomponents.

When an ESP assembly is installed at high inclinations, component 
weight can also cause significant deflections and stresses in ESP 
components, even in relatively straight sections of a wellbore. When 
adjacent ESP components have different outer diameters, which 
is common in conventional ESP system designs, smaller diameter 
components have been shown to behave like cantilever beams 
suspended from adjacent larger diameter components, creating local 
curvatures and stresses near the connections between components. 
To combat this ‘cantilever effect’, one operator in a commercial 
steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) project has reduced ESP failures 
in some wells by using large-diameter ‘stabilisers’ to support and 
centralise smaller diameter components.3

When estimating ESP component deflections and stresses, it is also 
important to consider the nature and source of the wellbore survey 
data used to estimate the wellbore trajectory. For many wells, the only 

available wellbore survey data was gathered during drilling, with typical 
open-hole survey station intervals of 10 - 30 m. Although this method 
may provide a suitable estimate of the wellbore trajectory on a global 
scale, it often does not capture local doglegs which may be located 
between widely-spaced survey stations. A more accurate representation 
of the casing string trajectory may generally be obtained using 
alternative survey technologies, such as cased-hole gyro surveys, with 
much smaller measurement intervals of typically 1 m or less.

Engineering approach

Numerical curvature analysis tools 
Considering the many factors influencing the bending response of 
an ESP system, and the shortcomings of generic rules of thumb, ESP 
end-users and designers are increasingly choosing to use numerical 
solution approaches to examine the structural behaviour of ESP systems. 
These numerical methods provide a consistent means of determining 
ESP component contact points, forces, deflections, curvatures and 
stresses for each specific wellbore-ESP scenario. Moreover, they allow 
ESP vendors and operators to optimise the design of an ESP assembly, 
assess the impact of well curvature during installation and identify 
and compare alternative pump landing intervals. For instance, if the 
estimated curvature of the ESP seal section is high at a proposed landing 
interval, an operator might choose a different landing interval to avoid 
potential failures related to mechanical shaft seal face misalignment.

Despite the advantages of such numerical tools, a recent review 
suggested that most existing tools omit some key factors. For instance, 
most tools assume that the wellbore curvature is uniform over the 
length of the ESP assembly, and several also assume that the curvature 
is purely in the vertical plane. As a result, local deviations in the wellbore 
trajectory are neglected, and the azimuthal (or plan view) component 
of wellbore curvature is often not considered. Some tools also neglect 
the influence of component weight, and most treat the ESP assembly 
as a series of hollow pipe-body segments, neglecting the effects that 
the assembly’s internal parts have on stiffness, local component 
deflections, curvatures and stresses. Through full-scale bend testing 
of ESP assemblies, these internal parts have been shown to contribute 
substantially to the stiffness profile of the ESP assembly.3

Assessing the impact on ESP reliability 
The review of existing ESP curvature analysis tools also revealed 
that, when evaluating ESP designs, existing tools tend to use a binary 
‘pass/fail’ approach that can be overly conservative in some cases, but 
perhaps non-conservative in others. The ‘pass/fail’ criterion is typically 
an allowed maximum housing stress or average curvature limit, such 
as the nominal yield strength of the housing material, with some safety 
factor. These limits vary between analysis tools, and in many cases, 
their basis is unclear (e.g., from purely an engineering assessment, 
component lab testing, or field experience).

While this stress- and curvature-based ‘pass/fail’ approach has 
been used with some success, it considers neither the true impact of 
bending on potential damage mechanisms nor, in turn, the impact on 
ESP run-life. Evaluation of field data suggests that in some cases, the 
component housing stress or curvature limits may be poor indicators of 
apparent damage to internal subcomponents and ESP system reliability. 
For example, the shaft of an ESP seal section that is operated in a bent 
state might be prone to an early fatigue failure even though the yield 
strength of the external housing was never exceeded.

Perhaps more importantly, it appears that none of the existing ESP 
curvature analysis tools provide users with an estimate of the expected 
ESP run-life reduction caused by high curvature or inclination. For 
example, consider the situation where a production engineer is trying 

Figure 1. Variation in bending stiffness and curvature in an ESP system in 
bending.3 

Figure 2. Suggested process for evaluating the relationships between 
downhole design factors, the ESP system’s physical bending response, and 
ESP reliability.
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to decide between two possible ESP landing intervals: one deeper 
interval, which allows for higher well drawdown and production rates, 
but with high local curvature; and a second shallower interval, with 
less drawdown and lower production rates, but which is comparatively 
straighter. If the production engineer were able to estimate the impact 
of curvature on run-life at both intervals, he or she might decide that 
the well’s economics justify the lower landing interval even though one 
of the bending analysis tools might reject the design because it exceeds 
prescribed housing stress or curvature limits. Currently, most existing 
stress/curvature analysis tools do not readily support this level of 
balanced decision making.

Recent advancements
With the above challenges in mind, a group of ESP end-users recently 
launched a joint industry project (JIP) focused on assessing the 
impact which wellbore trajectory and ESP system design have on ESP 
component damage and reliability. The workflow of this ESP reliability 
in high curvature wellbores (ESP RHCW) JIP is illustrated in Figure 2. One 
of the main objectives of the JIP is to move beyond basing decisions 
only on rules of thumb or the results of stress/curvature analysis, and 
to investigate how the physical response of the ESP relates to system 
run-life and reliability.

A first-stage scoping phase of the JIP, completed in 2015, involved 
investigating whether field data suggest a relationship between 
wellbore trajectory and ESP reliability, the apparent magnitude of the 
effect, and whether the impact was sufficient to support follow-up 
research. In this investigation, a linear finite element curvature tool 
was used to estimate housing stresses and curvatures for hundreds 
of ESP installations provided by the project participants, using 
wellbore survey data and casing and ESP specifications, including 
representative values for the dimensions, weights and calculated 
stiffness values of the components.3 ESP component failure rates were 
also calculated for the same datasets using runtime and failure 
data submitted by the end-users to a complementary industry 
data-sharing initiative (the ESP reliability information and failure 
tracking system, or ESP-RIFTS, JIP). 

The calculated component failure rates were plotted against 
the estimated housing stress and curvature values to look for 
relationships between ESP component curvature, stress and 
failure rates. Figure 3 shows an example of the general form of the 
observed relationship for ESP motors in one SAGD field operation 
(note that the values could not be presented due to confidentiality 
restrictions). The figure shows that component failure rates 
tended to increase as housing stress and component curvature 
increased. This finding provided empirical support for the idea 
that ESP curvature has a negative effect on ESP run life and, for the 
operator, the magnitude of that effect. The results shown in Figure 
3 also suggest that the local curvature of the component was a 
stronger correlator to ESP failure rates than component housing 
stress, in particular for the motor pothead connector region.

Backward-looking information assists in making 
forward-looking decisions
The work being conducted within this consortium of ESP end-users is 
an example of how ‘backward looking’ reliability data can be used 
to assist in making ‘forward looking’ decisions. In the second phase 
of the high curvature well project, a new software tool is now being 
developed that will use the observed relationships between run-
life and ESP component curvature/stress (similar to those shown 
in Figure 3) to obtain quantitative, probabilistic estimates of the 
expected run life reduction associated with bending of an ESP design in 
a given wellbore interval. Once developed, the tool will allow production 

engineers to evaluate various ESP equipment alternatives and pump 
landing intervals in terms of their estimated impact on ESP run life, 
while also considering how production rate changes incrementally 
with landing depth. The tool could also allow field planners to assess 
the net economic impact of potential curvature-related ESP failures 
with consideration of the cost of ESP equipment, workovers and lost 
production, for alternative asset development options (e.g., balancing 
reserve capture, wells per pad or platform, well diameter and build rate 
limits with operational costs and production rates).

Summary
When considering the effects of curvature and inclination on potential 
ESP system damage, ESP operators and vendors are increasingly moving 
beyond rules of thumb and strictly stress-based decision tools, and 
are pursuing industry initiatives to better understand how the bending 
response of an ESP system relates to the damage mechanisms of its 
internal subcomponents, and ultimately to the system’s run-life and 
the economics of their applications. Initiatives such as the ESP high 
curvature industry consortium are providing a forum in which operators 
can accelerate learnings through leveraging their combined ‘backward 
looking’ reliability data to make balanced ‘forward looking’ decisions. 
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Figure 3. Correlations between motor failure rate and estimated motor 
housing stress and curvature for one SAGD operator (ESP RHCW 2015).


